
Catherine Lan and Tao Lin
A prodigiously talented, husband-and-wife team that makes musical magic!
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“Keen musical intelligence and excellent facility.” 
—MIAMI HERALD

“Opulent and romantic tone.” —FANFARE MAGAZINE

“Tao Lin demonstrated his mastery with inspired and
sparkling keyboard work.” —SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL

“A performance of such subtle sensitivity that few 
pianists nowadays could fathom, much less muster . . . 

a creative interpretation carried out with bravura 
technique and a prismatic sense of keyboard color.” 

—CORAL GABLES GAZETTE 

“That the Chinese pianist Tao Lin delivered some of the most 
virtuoso piano playing heard at Arendal City Hall in a long, long time, 

if ever, was the verdict of the experts after the concert.” 
—AGDERPOSTEN, NORWAY

“Fluent technique, sensitive musicianship and 
a probing intellect.” —PALM BEACH DAILY NEWS

“There is an exquisite musicality at work here.” —FANFARE MAGAZINE

Duo Beaux Arts was formed in
2008 by internationally

renowned husband-and-wife
concert pianists Dr. Catherine Lan

and Steinway Artist Tao Lin.

T he Coral Gables-based,
globe-trotting duo has

performed across the USA and in
France, Spain, Switzerland and

China to both critical and
audience acclaim. They will make

their Netherlands and Estonia
débuts in 2019.

T AO LIN began playing piano at age 4; four years later, he was admitted to the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, and went on to win many competition
prizes and awards. CATHERINE LAN was just 3 when she began her training. At age 8, she was enrolled in a program sponsored by the government of

Taiwan, where she excelled on oboe and piano. She made her international début that same year in Japan, having won a competition for original composition.
Both continued to stand out in their teen years: Lin went on to perform the Chinese premiere of Bartók’s Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion, while Lan
continued to wow judges and audiences at international competitions and festivals after her family immigrated to Vancouver. 


